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Abstract. The aim of the article is to introduce an efficient approach of combining data from various sources and to compare
the results with traditional techniques used in official statistics. We used the power law-related Kullback-Leibler information
divergence method, known to generalize Shannon entropy, to solve nonlinear, ill-posed inverse problems through the Bayesian
philosophy.
The proposed model is based on data from the most important cross-border point between Poland and Germany. Compared with
traditional statistics techniques, this method produced a higher level output significance in the case of Polish balance of payments
(BoP) estimation. Because of the universal character of this procedure, it can improve national accounts estimation, especially
for small countries, more sensitive to cross-border processes.
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1. Introduction

Worldwide, we can observe intensification of both
socioeconomic integration and disintegration pro-
cesses. In the case of Europe, this is due, on the one
hand, to the expansion of the Schengen area, the Three
Seas Initiative, and increased Euro-regional activity,
and, on the other hand, to the long-term political and
economic destabilization in the eastern countries of
Europe and the vast scale of migrants, mainly from
Asia and Africa.

To a great extent, these phenomena relate to bor-
der areas. Despite local, regional, and national de-
velopment factors, spatial units located near the bor-
der are under strong influence from foreign spa-
tial units. The asymmetry of socioeconomic poten-
tial triggers specific interaction. This differentiates
these border areas from their regional specificity, mak-
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ing them distinct objects of surveys. These argu-
ments have inspired some researchers to suggest cross-
border (trans-border) economics as a new scientific
sub-discipline [7]. Cross-border processes are not only
of regional significance, but in geographically smaller
countries they also have strategic political and macroe-
conomic importance [18]. Official statistics systems
operating in many countries do not sufficiently take
into account the specificities of cross-border areas.

There is an urgent need to build a unified informa-
tion infrastructure for these areas. The prerequisite for
the creation of this infrastructure is primarily the in-
ventory of information resources and the creation of
a methodology for combining various extra-statistical
sources of data (e.g. web scraping, data from road sen-
sors, mobile telephony, credit cards) with sample sur-
veys and Big Data (BD) for the development of ex-
perimental results. Due to their ergodic character, most
existing statistical research methods cannot accurately
reflect the complexity of non-linear phenomena; there-
fore, a new approach should be sought.

This paper presents an experiment concerning the
reconciliation of figures from two different data
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Table 1
Selected characteristics of surveys

Characteristics Survey type Sample design Data collection Countries
Selected surveys Frame Sample selection techniques

techniques
Household survey Sample survey Yes Simple random CATI, CAPI, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Poland, Bulgaria, Czech

Sampling with CAWI, PAPI Republic, Romania, Slovakia, Netherlands,
stratification Cyprus, Finland, Switzerland, Germany, Croatia,

Luxembourg, Slovenia, Austria, Spain, Latvia,
Czech Republic, Estonia, Portugal

EU’s external border Sample survey No Systematic sampling PAPI Poland
Vicinity of the border Sample survey No Purposive CAPI, PAPI Bulgaria, Lithuania, Latvia, Hungary, Poland,
(EU’s internal borders) Slovenia, France
Border traffic survey Sample survey No Simple random PAPI Poland

Sampling
Register – – – France, Spain, Lithuania, Norway, Poland

Source: Own.

sources using the non-extensive cross-entropy econo-
metrics (NCEE) technique and the influence of the ex-
periment results on the Polish BoP. Data sources, pre-
sented in Section 4, include high frequency data (BD)
concerning the traffic on the Polish-German border and
low frequency weighted data from the survey of vehi-
cles by country. The crossings of the Polish-German
border represent about 50% of the whole number of
crossings in Poland. The NCEE method allows for
combining various conflicting data sources plausibly
governed by different distribution laws (BD, sample
surveys, administrative registers, etc.). Through the en-
tropy filter, the combining procedure delivers the hid-
den statistical, detailed information concerning cross-
border movement processes. Because of the fact that
level of expenditure of residents and foreigners in BoP
is estimated based on the traffic volume, the applied
methodology has changed the scale of national ac-
counts estimation.

In order to allow the reader to understand the context
of the proposed statistical approach, Section 2 presents
a short review of survey systems on cross-border re-
lated trips through different EU countries. Section 3 in-
troduces the NCEE, that is a power law (PL) general-
ized Kullback-Leibler statistical information measure
under the maximum entropy principle [15]. Section 4
synthetizes the model outputs and presents one possi-
ble impact on national accounts. The last Section pro-
vides concluding remarks.

2. A short review of systems for surveys on
cross-border related trips in European Union
countries

Before presenting advantages of the NCEE as a co-
herent multi-module statistical approach, we present

below a brief overview of the existing surveys con-
ducted in many countries, in households and at bor-
ders, as well as in the vicinity of the borders.

Surveys at border crossing points are conducted us-
ing various interview techniques with tourists enter-
ing and/or departing by road, rail, air, and sea. Sur-
veys are conducted with different frequency: monthly
(e.g., Bulgaria), quarterly (Lithuania, Latvia, Hungary)
or even every few years (e.g., Slovenia). To estimate
border traffic, data from sensors at road crossings (e.g.,
Spain, Lithuania, Norway), data from toll stations,
and data from seaports, airports, and international rail-
way carriers (Spain) are used. Countries that border
countries outside the Schengen area also receive data
about the number of people crossing borders from bor-
der guards or police (e.g., Spain, Romania, Hungary).
There exists an array of approaches applied across dif-
ferent EU countries to capture the movement of people
who cross borders. Table 1 summarizes these types of
surveys and statistical techniques.

In some European countries such as France, Spain,
Germany, or Great Britain, special attention is paid to
the creation of a multi-module system for surveys on
trips as a response to the huge scale of migration.

3. NCEE as an approach to solving nonlinear
ill-posed inverse problems (NIIP)

In this section we briefly present the essence of
the non-extensive cross-entropy econometrics (NCEE)
technique. For more details concerning this approach,
see, e.g., [2,3]. The approach will be applied to solve a
NIIP related to density of vehicles – per category and
origin – crossing the Polish-German border points. Be-
fore presenting the model outputs, let us comment on
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Table 2
Polish-German cross-border traffic statistical configuration

Bus Truck Car to 15 persons Others Total (from statistical survey)
Country#1 a11 a12 a13 a1L S1· + ε1
Country#2 a21 a22 a23 a2L S2· + ε2
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Country# (K-1) ak1 ak2 ak3 akL Sk· + εn−1

Country# (K) aK1 aK,2 aK,3 aK,L SK· + εn
Total (from road detector) D·1 + e1 D·2 + e2 D·3 + e3 D·4 + e4

Source: own.

two key concepts presented in this section: NIIP and
NCEE.

3.1. Cross-border traffic as NIIP

Technically, we deal with an ill-posed inverse prob-
lem [21] when the number of observed data points
is lower than the number of unknown mapping noisy
points1 to be estimated. Using simplified words, a di-
rect problem is one for which we know the causes (pa-
rameters, unknowns), and we are asked to compute
the effects (data, observation), having in mind that the
same causes lead to the same effects. In the case of an
inverse problem, we are given the effect and asked to
reconstitute the true random cause [14] among differ-
ent possible ones, suggesting that the problem may be
undetermined. When there is no uniqueness or stability
of solutions due to, for example, a noisy observed ef-
fect, we are dealing with an ill-posed inverse problem.
Among the areas where inverse problems elicited sub-
stantial interest in the past [19] are medical imaging,
radar and underwater acoustics (determining the shape
of an obstacle), petroleum engineering. The ubiquity
of ill-posed inverse problems in real life goes beyond
the natural sciences and includes manmade systems,
the complexity of which may explain, for example,
the lack of consensus in phenomena in the social sci-
ences.2 Nonetheless, explicit ill-posed inverse problem
application in the social sciences is much more recent.

For almost a century, mathematical and statisti-
cal tools devoted to the generalized ill-posed in-
verse problem recovery system have been proposed
in diverse fields of science aimed at, among other
things, model parameter recovery. Besides the well-
known Tikhonov regularization theory [21], the Gibbs-
Shannon-Jaynes [13] maximum (minimum) entropy

1In the present study, these points represent the traffic by country
origin and type of vehicle.

2e.g., this may be illustrated by the multiplicity of different
schools of economic thought in explaining macroeconomic phenom-
ena.

principle and its recent extensions [2,22] remain the
most used techniques for solving this class of problem.

Let us now consider the case of the Polish-German
cross-border traffic case and propose an explicit model.
While the German road sensors produce high fre-
quency data (BD) on the traffic by type of vehi-
cle, Poland statistics provides quarterly, low frequency
weighted survey series on vehicles by country of ori-
gin without specifying the type of vehicle. Obviously,
both types of data may represent different data gen-
erating systems. Then, combining them could lead to
statistical inconsistencies, and overcoming this usually
requires additional, simplifying hypotheses. Suggest-
ing that data produced by road sensors display BD
characteristics deserves a clarification. In fact, as noted
in, e.g. Sivarajah [20], the lack of a clear definition
of BD may impact the analytical technique to be ap-
plied to produce the information sought. In spite of
recent progress, the concept of BD remains evasive
(e.g., [11]) since its characterization as data volume is
relative and varies due to underlying factors, such as
the type of data and time involved. In this paper, we
follow Laney [17] and consider that Volume, Variety,
and Velocity (or the Three V’s) are the three basic di-
mensions of the challenges in data management. As
such, we consider the first data source described above
as a BD source while we do not consider the second
source of quarterly data from survey techniques a BD
source. For reasons of space, the table containing the
original values has not been fully presented in this arti-
cle.3 Tables 2 and 3 represent its prototype and mimic
the same structure. Not reported numerical values in
Table 2 constitute priors in the model presented be-
low. Comparing the two above sources of data, the to-
tals of vehicles from the survey sampling for the first
quarter are available for each country (25 countries
plus others) in the last column (Sk·) with a global total
of 563,475. Likewise, available information in the last

3Nevertheless, this information can be provided to the interested
reader upon demand.
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row (D·l) from road sensors concerns totals by type of
vehicle (4 types) with a global total of 759,330. While
measurement precision of road sensors is known to be
very high, survey output may inherently suffer from
limited human capacities and/or environmental condi-
tions. Hence, on the basis of these mutually conflicting
sources of data, we had to reconcile them through an
optimisation framework and produce balanced, statisti-
cally reliable information about the type of vehicle and
the country of its origin. Therefore, Table 2 illustrates
an ill-conditioned data matrix with (K-1) (L-1) degrees
of freedom, suggesting 75 unknown parameters to be
estimated on the basis of the available 26 (countries)
and 4 (types of vehicles) quantities of column and row
totals, respectively. Furthermore, since this limited in-
formation is known with uncertainty, clearly, we have
an ill-posed inverse problem to solve.

We notice a significant difference between column
and row totals with bS1· + . . .+ . . . SK· + εc/[D·1 +
. . .+D·L+e] =

563475
759330×100 ∼= 75% in the Polish case

analysed. In the model presented below, we consider
this high level of discrepancy to be due to systematic
and random errors. Equation (2) below formalizes this
fact by the presence of a multiplicative scaling factor
Ck·. In fact, since each data source concerns the same
quarter, both totals are expected to be equal. Next, one
can consider that neither the sampling survey nor the
electronic vehicle detection measurement systems are
accurate, thus suggesting random errors e (from road
detector) and ε (from survey sampling). This is illus-
trated in the Eqs (2) and (3). It follows that joint values
inside Table 2 [akl] are unknown. Since we are dealing
with a contingency table, we know – with uncertainty
– the different conditional probability vectors related
to Sk· and D·l.

Among very large joint probabilistic configurations
related to matrix [akl] able to map the conditional
structures Sk· and D·l while ensuring their total bal-
ance (Eq. (4)), we need to find the optimal mapping
proposed by the NCEE model.

3.2. NCEE: The canonical model-based estimator

Through this section, we present and comment on
just the main blocks of the NCEE model so as to en-
able readers to interpret the outputs shown in the next
section. NCEE generalises the traditional Shannon-
Kullback-Leibler-Jaynes-Golan (Shannon, July & Oc-
tober 1948) [13,15,16] based cross-entropy economet-
rics to PL-related non-ergodic systems, thus suggest-
ing nonlinear complex phenomena. What is important

to underscore is that certain types of series keep dis-
playing PL even when aggregated at low frequency
(e.g., year scale). Final distribution will result from
two independent forces in action: PL and Gaussian C-
Limit Theorem (Gabaix, Winter, 2016). Readers inter-
ested in more details about the NCEE empirical im-
plementation for similar purposes are referred to, e.g.
Bwanakare [4] or Eurostat [10]. The model is formu-
lated as follows:

MinHq(p//p
0, r//r0, µ//µ0)

≡
∑

pklm

[
pklm
po

klm

]q−1
− 1

q − 1 (1)

+
∑

r·lj

[
r·lj
ro·lj

]q−1
− 1

q − 1

+
∑

µk·s
[µk·s/µ

o
k·s]

q−1 − 1

q − 1

s.t.:

Yk· = Ck·

(∑
l

[Sk·P
′
kl] + εk·

)
(2)

H·l =
∑
k

pklD·l + e·l (3)

∑
l...L

H·l =
∑
k...K

Yk· (4)

K∑
k=1

pk· = 1 (5)

J∑
j>2...J

r·lj = 1 (6)

S∑
s>2...S

µk·s = 1 (7)

where: Yk·: expected total quantity of vehicles by
country, Hk·: expected quantity of vehicles by type,
Dk·: means each total by row (observed values by
country k) including unknown random error e·l, Sk·:
observed total – by column l – of crossings by vehicle
type l, including unknown random error εk·, pkl: joint
probabilities related to the structure of vehicle cross-
ings by country k and vehicle type l, r·lj : probabili-
ties on column total errors defined on the outcome sup-
port space j ∈ (2. . . J), µk·s: probabilities on row to-
tal errors defined on the outcome support space s ∈
(2. . . S), Ck·: a random scaling factor with respect to
the two sources of data, q: Tsallis parameter indicat-
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ing the complexity of the analysed system with respect
to the Gaussian system (ergodic system) for which q
equals unity, ·: variable related on the column and row
totals, according to context.

Above, Hq(p//p
0, r//r0, µ//µ0) is nonlinear

(Eq. (1)) and measures the entropy Hq in the model.
Relative entropies of the three independent terms (the
three posteriors p, r, µ and the corresponding priors
p0, r0, µ0, respectively) are then summed up. These
are real positives summing up to unity under the given
restrictions (Eqs (5) to (7)). In this criterion Eq. (1),
an unknown posterior p and a priori po matrices are
confronted so as to measure entropy reduction result-
ing from exclusive new content of data information ex-
plained by the econometric model (Eqs (2) to (7)) in
the form of (first) moments. For instance, Yk· in Eq. (2)
stands for the expected value, given Sk,Ck and the ran-
dom error in the context of an entropic system includ-
ing the criterion Eq. (1). From initial, conflicting data,
we have computed the matrix of priors aokl as follows:

aokl =
Sk·∑K
k=1 Sk·

D·l

where symbols in this relation are presented in Table 2.
In other terms, by dividing the above particular aokl by
the correspondingD·l total, we get the joint prior prob-
abilities matrix pokl.

When any unknown parameter values are not all
constrained between 0 and 1, this suggests the neces-
sity for reparametrization. As a general case, let us sup-
pose that such parameters are bkl, where some of them
are higher than unity. Taking each bkl(k = 1 . . .K, l =
1 . . . L) as a discrete, random variable with compact
support [13] and possible outcomes; one can estimate
it with

b̂kl =

M∑
m=1

pklmvklm

where pklm is the probability of outcome vklm, and the
probabilities must be non-negative and sum up to one.
Outcomes vklm of the random parameters bkl are de-
fined on a support space 2 < m < M where m may
vary between 2 and ∞. This reasoning has been ap-
plied for computing the above total errors εk· and e·l
with respective probabilities r and µ.

The minimum cross-entropy principle is a strong hy-
pothesis. Moreover, NCEE can be cast, like Shannon-
based cross-entropy (e.g., [13]), into the Bayesian effi-
cient information processing rule. Thus, though priors
may be relatively weak, the maximum entropy princi-
ple will quickly tend to lead the system towards the

global optimum, thereby generating posteriors closer
to the optimal solution [13].

Since we are dealing with cross-entropy model
formulation, given the prior information (explained
through po) and the moments (new data in the form of
an econometric model) describing the properties of the
system (Eqs (2) to (7)), we are asked to find out, of
all possible probability distributions (the posterior p),
the one closest to po. One should note that when po is
fully consistent with moments, then p = po and the
uniform distribution will result with pkl = 1/k (for all
l), thus suggesting non-informative proposed new facts
embodied within the econometric model. This leads to
the basic solution of maximum entropymaximum en-
tropy. Thus, the consistence of new facts (in the present
case the econometric model) with the unknown true
probabilistic structure of the system does matter.

The cross-entropy principle represents a certain
form of the generalization of maximum entropymax-
imum entropy. The above q-generalized Kullback-
Leibler Eq. (1) has the same basic information mea-
sure properties as the standard Kullback-Leibler en-
tropy and can be used for the same purpose [22]. In em-
pirical applications, the value of the q-Tsallis should
vary inside an interval from unity to 5/3, which cor-
responds to cases of finite variance for phenomena
dwelling within the Gaussian basin of attraction. The
higher the q-Tsallis parameter value, the more com-
plex the system with respect to Gaussian distribution.
In particular, when the q-Tsallis parameter converges
to unity, outputs derived from NCEE and the Gaussian-
related Shannon entropy also converge. Hence, NCEE
generalizes traditional Shannon entropy. This explains
the choice of NCEE for solving the problem presented
in this paper.

As far as the model statistical inference is con-
cerned, information properties and the above formula-
tion of NCEE show that the model inference informa-
tion indexes should fulfil the basic Fisher-Rao-Cramer
information index properties, among them, continuity,
symmetry, maximum, and additivity.

4. Model outputs and macroeconomic impact

4.1. Data sources

The data sources are three sample surveys and road
sensors (BD). Data concerning border traffic and the
expenditure of residents and non-residents (foreigners)
at the Polish-German border and in its vicinity are from
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the following sample surveys: (a) survey of border traf-
fic; (b) survey questionnaire of trips and expenditure of
foreigners in the vicinity of the border; (c) survey of
residents in households.

Data concerning border traffic at the Polish-German
border are from the sample survey of border traffic.
The border traffic survey covers persons and vehicles
crossing the Polish border with the countries of the Eu-
ropean Union at selected road border crossings. The
number of vehicles crossing the border, the country of
vehicle registration, and the number of persons travel-
ling in these vehicles are registered. It is conducted on
a sample of about 1.14% of the total number of vehi-
cles crossing the borders.

An additional source of data comes from road sen-
sors which are managed by the German Federal High-
way Research Institute (Bundesanstalt für Straßenwe-
sen). Data contain hourly information on type and
number of road, test dates, traffic direction, and ve-
hicle type. The automatic measurement is carried out
using accurate measuring devices installed on motor-
ways and federal roads, which record data throughout
the year with an overall accuracy of more than 99%.

Another important data source is a sample survey
of trips and expenditure of foreigners in the vicinity
of the border. Due to the lack of the survey frame,
this survey is conducted on an “elusive” population.4

This is a questionnaire survey conducted in the vicin-
ity of selected border crossings using the direct inter-
view method. Individuals are surveyed by means of a
systematic sampling. The survey is conducted on 7 se-
lected days. It is conducted on a sample of about 0.1%
of the total number of foreigners coming to Poland in a
given quarter. The survey covers expenditure incurred
by non-residents on the purchase of goods and ser-
vices, purpose and duration of stay, frequency of cross-
ing the border, etc.

Data concerning trips and expenditure of residents
come from the sample household survey. This survey
covers expenditure incurred by residents on the pur-
chase of goods and services, purpose and duration of
stay, frequency of crossing the border, etc. Households
for the survey are selected at random from a census
sampling frame by two-step sampling with stratifica-
tion on the first step (strata were defined by sub-regions
and size classes of towns). It is conducted on a sam-
ple of about 0.14% of the total number of households
in Poland. The questionnaire survey is carried out in

4L. Kish (1991), A taxonomy of elusive populations, Journal of
Official Statistics, 7, 339–347.

quarter periods. The results are used by the Polish Na-
tional Bank for the BoP, as well as by Poland Statis-
tics and the Ministry of Sport and Tourism for tourism
statistics.

On the basis of the sample survey of border traffic
(movement of vehicles and persons) the volume of bor-
der traffic of residents and non-residents is estimated in
quarterly periods at the Polish-German border. Then,
weights are determined for particular border crossings,
proportionally to the volume of traffic at each of them.
In the next step the sample survey of trips and expen-
diture of foreigners is used. Each questionnaire of this
survey is given its own weight, depending on the bor-
der crossing in the vicinity of which it was collected.
In this way, a generalised number of trips of foreigners
arriving to Poland and expenditure they incurred are
obtained.

Data concerning border traffic at the Polish-German
border are from the following surveys: sample survey
of border traffic and data from road sensors, which
record data throughout the year with an overall accu-
racy of more than 99%.

4.2. Outputs and comments

The outputs reported in Table 3 of such an in-
verse ill-posed problem have been computed using the
GAMS code (General Algebraic Modelling System).
Thanks to the model (Eqs (1)–(7)), we estimated un-
known posterior quantities Yk· = Ck· from Table 2, re-
lated to which type of vehicle and from which country,
crossed the main German-Polish border during the first
quarter of 2015. The use of the traditional Shannon en-
tropy related econometric model led to similar outputs
to those in Table 3, which suggests the Gaussian struc-
ture of the data used. It is worth emphasizing that these
outputs conform to the empirical expectations of sub-
ject specialists. Interestingly enough, such detailed in-
formation reflecting the new knowledge about type of
vehicle by country of origin is crucial to get higher pre-
cision about the cross-border tourist movement. This
information will be used in the next section for national
accounts updating.

In his work [5], the author proposed a non-negative
information index I(p, p0) as a measure of non-
extensive cross-entropy model accuracy. This index is
a continuous function of prior and data (the model) val-
ues within the interval from zero to unity. When this
information index I(p, p0) = 0, this indicates that in-
formation content from data and prior values are fully
consistent, suggesting that no new information is pro-
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Table 3
Post cross-entropy disaggregated outputs about the Polish-German cross-border traffic

Bus Truck Car_to15 pers Other cars Total (from statistical survey)
Austria 2 127 222 5 356
Belgium 3 165 289 6 462
Belarus 1 89 156 3 249
Croatia 0 13 22 0 36
Denmark 0 25 44 1 71
Estonia 0 25 44 1 71
France 8 506 890 19 1,423
Spain 2 127 222 5 356
Lithuania 34 2,227 3,914 85 6,260
Latvia 4 240 423 9 676
Netherlands 22 1,468 2,580 56 4,126
Germany 467 30,463 53,528 1,157 85,615
Poland 2,389 155,922 273,980 5,921 438,212
Portugal 0 25 44 1 71
Czech Republic 27 1,747 3,069 66 4,909
Russia 6 380 667 14 1,067
Romania 1 38 67 1 107
Slovakia 14 924 1,623 35 2,597
Switzerland 4 266 467 10 747
Sweden 0 25 44 1 71
Turkey 0 25 44 1 71
Ukraine 13 873 1,534 33 2,454
Hungary 1 63 111 2 178
United Kingdom 10 645 1,134 25 1,814
Italy 2 139 245 5 391
Others 1,128 73,633 129,384 2,796 206,941
Total (from roaddetector) 4,140 270,180 474,750 10,260

Source: own.

vided through the data (the model). Thus, the higher
its value, the higher the reliability of estimated model
parameters. As already mentioned, adding a new piece
of consistent information in the form of a model con-
straint will increase its parameter precision and lead to
a higher information index value. The value of that in-
dex is 0.72 in the present model. This means that infor-
mation contained within the proposed model has im-
proved the quality of the initial parameters (related to
Table 2) up to 72% with respect to the unknown bench-
mark model. This could be the one which will improve
this index to 100%, suggesting that we retrieve the true,
unknown values of the posterior probability matrix p
or likewise, the true model parameters. Finally, let us
underscore, as shown in their work [13], that the supe-
riority of the generalized cross-entropy technique over
other estimating approaches is its property to effec-
tively discount incorrect prior information if it does
not agree with the sample. In this case, the problem
solution will shift towards the one resulting from the
maximum entropy principle.

4.3. Impact on the balance of payments

The BoP on the current account, which covers,
among other things, transactions in services, includes

Table 4
Crossings at the Jędrzychowice border point in the first quarter of
2015

Total Poles Foreigners
Sample surveys 1,523,390 934,708 588,682
Combined sources (sample 2,221,627 1,395,255 826,372

surveys and BD)
Difference in % 145.8 149.3 140.4

Source: own.

items related to expenses of non-residents during a
visit to a given country and residents of that coun-
try during a visit abroad. Note that revenue from non-
residents’ trips accounts for 10.7% of revenues on the
current account as a whole in 28 European Union coun-
tries.

The Polish-German border is the main European
transport corridor between west and east with the
largest traffic in Poland. We choose for the analysis the
border crossing in Jędrzychowice, one of the 27 border
crossings with Germany, where border traffic consti-
tutes approximately 20% of border traffic for the entire
Polish-German border.

Figure 1 shows the difference between expenditure
of Poles and foreigners at the Polish-German border
based exclusively on the sample surveys and on com-
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Fig. 1. Assessment of expenditure of Poles and foreigners crossing the Polish-German border based on combined sources in Q1 2015.

bined information sources (sample surveys plus data
from road sensors).

For further analysis, a correction regarding the scale
of crossings at the Jędrzychowice point for both Poles
(an increase of 49.3%) and foreigners (an increase of
40.4%) was adopted and applied in appropriate propor-
tions to the change of border traffic at the whole Polish-
German border. This type of calculation could be made
because the structure of vehicle crossing at the Polish-
German border is similar at key crossing points.

Next, let us briefly describe how the above cross-
ing volumes are related to expenditures by foreigners
and by Poles. In the case of foreigner expenditures,
the sample survey of trips and expenditure of foreign-
ers is used. Each questionnaire of this survey is given
its own weight, depending on the border crossing in
the vicinity of which it was collected. In this way, a
generalised number of trips of foreigners crossing the
Polish-German borders and expenditures they incurred
are obtained (PLN 502/foreigner).

In the case of residents, the number of trips and the
volume of expenditure are estimated on the basis of the
sample survey of residents in households and the sam-
ple survey of border traffic. The sample survey of res-
idents in households uses a questionnaire, which con-
tains information about the name of the border cross-
ing, among other things. Based on this information, the
questionnaire is assigned an appropriate weight, which
is calculated based on the sample survey of border traf-
fic. Therefore, the average expenditure of residents for
a given border crossing is calculated on the basis of
collected household questionnaires. In this way, the to-
tal number of trips made by residents going abroad and

the expenditure they incurred in connection with these
trips are obtained (PLN 304/resident).

Thus, taking into account the updated outputs sum-
marised in Table 2 or in Table 4, we observe a dif-
ference of almost 35% in the case of expenses made
by Poles. This difference is almost 33% in the case
of foreigners. It is worth noting that the balance of
expenses made by foreigners and Poles crossing the
Polish-German border constitutes nearly 50% of this
balance for the whole country. Considering these facts,
it should be assumed that a change in the research
methodology has brought a difference in the estimation
of the BoP in the first quarter of 2015 for the Polish-
German border of about 31% while in the case of the
whole country of over 14%.

5. Concluding remarks

The cross-entropy estimator presented here turned
out to be very useful in this research in comparison
with the standard approach based on the sample survey.
The difference in the estimation of the BoP is around
14% in the case of all of Poland. We also cannot forget
that due to seasonality, the scale of border crossings
in the first quarter is slightly lower. Through Table 3,
we recovered an initially unknown quantitative picture
about the type of vehicle crossing at the Polish-German
border from each of different EU countries. This al-
lowed a precise calculation of the resident-foreigners
expenditure balance. From the statistical point of view,
it is worth noting that in this study NCEE does not re-
quire BD to dwell within the normal distribution attrac-
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tor. Thus, this approach could be viewed as a valuable
device of a coherent research system for cross-border
areas. What is crucial is that this approach could sig-
nificantly change the national account outputs in many
countries, especially in small countries entirely under
the influence of cross-border processes.
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